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Chapter 2791: Spiritual Imprint (2) 

Moreover, most geniuses would spend at least three years comprehending the third stage 

conceptualization. 

But now, Huang Yueli only used ten months. Her speed was astonishingly swift! 

Initially, when she just entered the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>>, Huang Zixiao felt that her 

comprehension wasn’t very good because she was almost injured on the tenth day of comprehending 

the conceptualization. He had not expected her comprehension to go faster as time went past, so her 

performance made him feel extremely satisfied. 

He silently nodded his head. “Indeed a rare god grade genius! This young lass’s power of comprehension 

isn’t too bad. Looks like she’s probably not used to it initially…” 

“Ten months to comprehend third stage conceptualization. If she were to spend a little more time, she 

might be able to comprehend the fourth stage conceptualization…” Huang Zixiao muttered to himself 

for a moment and started to shake his head. “Sigh, the possibility isn’t very high, perhaps I’ve thought 

too much! The difficulty in comprehension from fourth stage conceptualization onwards has a 

fundamental upgrade. It’s just too difficult for this young lass to comprehend it successfully at ninth 

stage realm. If her cultivation is a little higher, perhaps…” 

Little Phoenix wanted to go to rest but at the same time, it perked its ears to listen to Huang Zixiao 

talking to himself. 

Hearing that, he couldn’t help but pout. He voiced out unhappily, “Uncle, don’t you belittle her! My 

Female Devil’s innate talent is extremely high! It’s just a fourth stage conceptualization, how difficult 

could the upgrade be? To Female Devil, it’s just an easy feat! Not to mention fourth stage, even if it’s 

fifth stage, she would be able to comprehend it easily! By the time Female Devil comes out from her 

training, I must get her to exact revenge for me…” 

Little Phoenix kept shaking its head while talking and the smugness on its face was apparent. It started 

to daydream once again. 

Actually, it knew that whatever he said probably wouldn’t materialize. Huang Zixiao’s age and years of 

experience were so rich so if he said it’s impossible, it would probably not happen. 

But it had been training under Huang Zixiao for the past few months so miserably. So it had to grab hold 

of the chance to disagree with him. 

Huang Zixiao’s mood wasn’t too bad and after it swept a glance at Little Wang Cai, he started to explain 

patiently. <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> is originally an important treasure of the Sacred 

Phoenix Race. In the past when it was placed in God Realm, various tenth stage realm heaven grade 

geniuses in the clan had the right to take part in the comprehension.” 

Among so many practitioners who entered the drawing for the first time, there were slightly over 

twenty geniuses who managed to comprehend the fourth stage conceptualization. Moreover, all of 

them had tenth stage realm and above cultivations! None was in the ninth stage realm! Only a god 



grade genius managed to comprehend fifth stage conceptualization and of course, he was also in tenth 

stage realm. Although your Master is also a god grade genius, she only had ninth stage realm cultivation. 

Relying on her innate talent isn’t enough to cover the disadvantage. So how is she going to comprehend 

the fifth stage conceptualization?” 

He paused for a moment and said, “Moreover, I heard that the former clan leader’s spiritual imprint had 

been retained in this <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>>. It can link to God Realm’s Sky Phoenix 

Race descendants. If any practitioner managed to comprehend the fifth stage conceptualization for the 

first time, then the spiritual imprint would be triggered. The entire God Realm would know about this 

news!” 

Hearing that, Little Phoenix blinked and asked curiously, “What? This inheritance tower had been 

abandoned for so many years, but it can still communicate with God Realm?” 
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Huang Zixiao said helplessly, “In the past, Soaring Heavens Continent’s Heaven and Earth Profound Qi 

was too scarce and there wasn’t enough energy. The communication method with God Realm should 

have lost its effectiveness. But the connection of the spiritual imprint is one of the strongest links. 

Perhaps it hasn’t lost its effectiveness. Moreover, the space barrier has already been destroyed, so 

perhaps it is possible to connect again?” 

“Wow! In this way, wouldn’t my Female Devil be famous? Before she goes to the God Realm, her legend 

is already spreading around! Little Phoenix felt very excited just thinking of it. So it couldn’t help flapping 

its wings and circling in mid-air, chirping delightfully. 

Huang Zixiao shot a glance at it and sneered, “Fat hope! Too bad, triggering that spiritual imprint is just 

too difficult! Without tenth stage realm cultivation, it is impossible to comprehend fifth stage 

conceptualization, even for god grade geniuses… 

Before he could finish his sentence, a sharp cry came from the entrance of the secret room. 

The entrance which kept bobbling suddenly opened wide, as a virtual image of a Phoenix snuck out from 

it. 

Although it was just a virtual image, it contained an indescribable amount of energy. The appearance 

was dazzling and it made everyone unable to look straight at it. 

The Phoenix’s virtual image went a semi-circle in mid-air and suddenly gushed up to the roof of the 

inheritance tower. It disappeared in an instant, as though it had flown into the clouds! 

Little Phoenix’s eyes opened wide in astonishment and asked, “This… what is this? It’s so powerful! It’s 

actually even more powerful than a genuine Phoenix like me! Is it a mechanism within the inheritance 

tower? My Female Devil… will she be alright?” 

However, Huang Zixiao didn’t make a single sound. 

“Uncle Huang?” 



Little Phoenix thought it was a little strange and turned its head to look at him. He discovered that 

Huang Zixiao’s face was filled with shock. His eyes widened like full moons and he kept staring at the 

tower’s roof, not saying a single word at all. 

After sometime later, he muttered irresolutely, “This.. could it be… the former clan leader’s spiritual 

imprint!” 

Little Phoenix was extremely surprised to hear that. So it asked shockingly, “What? What spiritual 

imprint? Didn’t you say earlier that it’s impossible to trigger the former clan leader’s spiritual imprint?” 

“Yes, that’s right. By right, this spiritual imprint shouldn’t be triggered…” Huang Zixiao frowned. But no 

matter how he pondered over this, he couldn’t get it. “Unless… unless, the young lass has 

comprehended the fifth stage conceptualization…” 

He paused for a moment, seemingly considering the possibility of this. But very quickly, he shook his 

head. “Of course, this is impossible. Even if she has such great innate talent, it has only been ten 

months. Could it be that the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> has a problem? Then we’d be in 

trouble!” 

Huang Zixiao thought over it and his expression suddenly changed. “No way, I have to go in and take a 

look!” 

He stood up and walked swiftly into the secret room. 

Little Phoenix was worried about its Master so it hurriedly followed behind. 

One man and one Phoenix walked through the array barrier at the entrance into the secret room. The 

moment they entered, they were hit by the powerful energy inside. 

Little Phoenix almost stumbled and retreated by a few steps. “What… What powerful energy!” 

Huang Zixiao also felt uncomfortable and hurriedly worked up his cultivation to block it off, slowly 

calming down. 

He took a look to find that Huang Yueli was still seated in front of the drawing, not moving at all. 
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Her clothes were practically drenched in sweat. Her long, messy hair was stuck on her face and she 

looked rather disheveled. 

But the imprint on her forehead did not disappear. Her cross-legged posture was very standard and that 

showed that she was still in the process of comprehending. 

However, endless fire attributed energy was dissipating from her body. Moreover, her Profound Energy 

fluctuations also became exceptionally strong. It was totally different from when she first entered the 

secret room! 

Huang Zixiao sensed Huang Yueli’s Profound energy and his face instantly revealed an astonished look. 

“Ninth stage realm… ninth level! Heavens! How is that possible? Shouldn’t she just be at ninth stage 

realm fifth level? When… did her cultivation… suddenly rise by so much! I had no idea at all!” 



Little Phoenix also looked at its own Master with its mouth agape. It was shocked by the Profound 

Energy might emanating from her. 

“Female Devil actually… actually advanced so quickly! This.. what on earth is going on, Uncle? She looks 

a little terrifying. Will there… will there be any problem?” 

It had been training hard recently and Little Phoenix finally realized that Huang Yueli was such an 

adorable Mistress. When it found out that she might be in danger, it was burning with anxiety and 

extremely worried. 

Huang Zixiao didn’t say a word but quickly walked next to her. He stood in front of her and observed her 

in detail. 

A little gold-colored flower would appear on the forehead of every single practitioner who entered the 

comprehension state. Not only did it mean that they had a spiritual connection with the <<Mythical 

Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>>, more importantly, the imprint would also change according to the 

conceptualization level that they had comprehended. 

Every single time they entered another comprehension stage, the gold-colored flower petal would 

increase by one. 

Initially, Huang Zixiao was busy training Little Phoenix and he assumed that he knew everything within 

the inheritance tower. So he didn’t enter the secret room as he was worried that he might disrupt 

Huang Yueli’s cultivation. 

It was only at this moment that he finally realized something was not right. So he started to observe in 

detail. 

His eyes widened into full moons from this one look, and he felt dizzy! 

The gold-coloured flower on Huang Yueli’s forehead actually… had five complete petals! 

Moreover, there was a faint sign of the sixth petal as a pale gold outline could be seen. 

This meant that Huang Yueli had already comprehended the fifth stage conceptualization and was 

currently comprehending the sixth stage conceptualization. Moreover, she already had a rough 

awareness of the sixth stage conceptualization! She might just comprehend it any moment now. 

This scene was simply too astounding. Even an experienced tower spirit like Huang Zixiao was 

completely stunned. 

He could not believe that such a ridiculous thing could have happened. 

“Impossible… it can’t be…” Huang Zixiao’s lips were twitching so much that he could not even make out 

his words clearly. 

Little Phoenix also ran over and asked worriedly, “Uncle, what are you saying? What’s impossible? 

Female Devil she… surely nothing will happen to her right? No, quickly think of a way to save her!” 

Huang Xixiao had yet to recover from his shock and totally could not take in what Little Phoenix had 

said. He only cared about observing Huang Yueli’s situation. 



No one knew better than Huang Zixiao on the difficulty of the fifth stage conceptualization. 

For the past eighty thousand years, he had been multiple geniuses experiencing various assessments 

before they obtained the chance to comprehend the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>>. 
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The number of practitioners who comprehended fifth stage conceptualization the first time they tried 

could be counted with one hand. 

For those in the ninth stage realm, Huang Yueli was the only one! 

He had not expected the petite and frail-looking young lady actually had such horrifying power of 

comprehension! He thought that he was dreaming! 

After a while, Huang Zixiao finally accepted this reality. 

Little Phoenix was still stomping its feet as it hugged Huang Zixiao’s thigh. “Uncle, Uncle, you can’t just 

leave her in the lurch! Female Devil is a member of your Sacred Phoenix Race!” 

Huang Zixiao heaved a deep sigh and stretched out his hand to pat its head. “She’s not in danger, but… 

but she had really comprehended the fifth stage conceptualization!” 

Little Phoenix’s mouth turned into an “O” shape. “Ah? How is that possible? Didn’t you just say earlier 

that Female Devil will definitely not be able to comprehend the fifth stage conceptualization! What on 

earth is going on?” 

“You’re asking me what’s going on? How would I know? This is simply a miracle!” Huang Zixiao muttered 

irresolutely. Until now, he still felt as though he was in a dream. 

Little Phoenix was jumping and screaming beside him. “I knew it, Female Devil is a genius. Hehe, it’s all 

because This Lord has taught her well!” 

When Huang Zixiao heard that, his lips twitched and he really admired Huang Yueli from the bottom of 

his heart. 

She could actually hold herself back from whipping this brat! 

But immediately following that, his gaze shifted towards the top of the tower, towards the direction 

where the former clan leader’s spiritual imprint had disappeared. 

Now that Soaring Heavens Continent’s space barrier was gone, he wondered if the spiritual imprint had 

transmitted to God Realm? 

If the descendants of God Realm’s Sacred Phoenix Race knew that such a peerless genius had appeared, 

he wondered what kind of reactions they would show? 

… 

God Realm. 

Sacred Phoenix Race was a huge clan with a long history in God Realm. Their clan’s disciples were 

distributed all over the twelve continents. 



But the clan’s core structure was located in Sacred Phoenix Continent’s center position on the top of a 

steep mountain. 

This Ice Moon Summit was isolated by steep mountains. Only Sacred Phoenix Race’s disciples who were 

well-versed in driving flying magical beasts and their cultivations were above tenth stage realm could 

climb up. 

For numerous years, Sacred Phoenix Race had repeatedly built palaces on this apex and set up 

numerous mechanisms and arrays, hence becoming one of God Realm’s Sacred Lands which everyone 

looked up to. 

In the core of the Ice Moon Summit was the clan leader’s palace. At this very moment, various Elders 

had gathered here. 

All of them had anxious looks on their faces, as they were having hushed discussions. 

The current clan leader Huang Tianhao, who was seated on the host seat, coughed and said in a heavy 

tone, “Elders, I believe that everyone has already received the news. Last year, a descendant from the 

Cloudy Qilin Clan ascended from the Lower Realm, and he was said to be a god-grade genius who had 

not appeared in the past three thousand years! Cloudy Qilin Clan had always been our mortal enemy 

and this matter is of utmost importance. Hence This Clan Leader gathered everyone here to come out 

with a strategy!” 

He had just completed his sentence when a white-haired Elder started to talk. “Clan Leader, this incident 

is a hot topic in God Realm, but is it really true? This Elder thinks that it is very suspicious!” 

The other middle-aged lady also voiced her concerns. “That’s right, those scums from the Cloudy Qilin 

Clan had always been sinister and sly. In the past thousand years, their forces had been expanding 

swiftly, and they seemed to have a hidden tendency to override the other God Clans!” 
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“Perhaps they came out with this fake god grade genius lie to scare the other God Clans just because 

they were trying to expand their forces.” 

The middle-aged woman’s words quickly earned the other Elders’ agreement. 

“That’s right, what Elder Chu said is correct! How would they come across a god grade genius so easily? 

God Realm hasn’t even seen any in the past three thousand years. Cloudy Qilin Clan claimed they have 

one? Moreover, that person ascended from the lower realm! Simply treating us like idiots! God Realm’s 

direct descendants’ bloodlines are pure and they have always enjoyed the best resources since young. 

Yet there is no god grade genius at all, so how would a Lower Realm branch possibly come out with 

one?” 

“Correct. Moreover, I heard that the Cloudy Qilin Clan had been aggressive in the past few years, but 

their younger generation disciples’ innate talents are extremely ordinary. It could be said that their 

talents are close to zero. After the older generation’s strong experts have retired or died, they would 

find it hard to continue.” 



“So, Cloudy Qilin Clan also knows they have this flaw and that’s why they intentionally came out with 

this lie?” 

“That’s right, it must be fake!” 

Huang Tianhao sat on the main seat and kept silent. He listened to the Elders discussing this and when 

most of them were done, he let out a long sigh. 

“Elders, This Clan Leader’s initial thoughts were almost the same as everyone here. I also think that it’s 

not that easy for a god grade genius to appear, not to mention from the Lower Realm! However, the 

news that our scouts, who had been spying on Cloudy Qilin Clan’s turf Cloudy Qilin Continent, sent back 

gave me a huge shock!” 

“According to reliable news, Cloudy Qilin Clan has a god grade genius. Moreover, to groom him, they 

had already set up the Heaven altar at Yunhua Mountain. They even used the valuable Qilin’s blood core 

on him!” 

Huang Tianhao’s words were like a bolt of lightning that blasted down on them. 

Originally, many Elders were pretty calm. But after hearing this, all of them couldn’t sit still. 

“This… Clan Leader, is the news reliable? Everyone knows about Cloudy Qilin Clan’s rules. Only after they 

have confirmed the next clan leader would they set up the Heavenly Altar and also use the Qilin blood 

core! Those ancient spiritual beast cores had been handed down in various God clans since ancient 

times. So the less they use, the more they would have! Many clan leaders don’t even have the right to 

use the blood core!” 

“Actually, I’ve heard a little about this too, saying that the Cloudy Qilin Clan intends to set up a Heavenly 

Altar… I thought that it was just a rumor, but in the end, it was true!” 

“Setting up a Heavenly Altar for a newly ascended lower realm practitioner, maybe the rumor is true? If 

he isn’t a god-grade genius, I really can’t think of a reason that can make the clear-eyed Cloudy Qilin 

Clan’s descendants treat him with such importance.” 

Everyone had a round of discussion and they recalled all the various rumors and analyzed it together. In 

the end, they came out with a result which they were least inclined to hear. 

“Looks like Cloudy Qilin Clan has already appeared one god grade genius!!” 

“T…Th…This… what kind of luck is this? Cloudy Qilin Clan’s standard of nurturing the younger disciples is 

no better than ours! For the past few thousand years in the God Realm Tournament, Cloudy Qilin Clan 

would always be in last place. But now, they suddenly have a god grade genius, furthermore from the 

Lower Realm!” 

“Heaven has no eyes. Our Sacred Phoenix Race had exhausted so many resources, but we were still 

unable to nurture any god-grade geniuses! 

All the Elders felt melancholic, and the atmosphere in the main hall was rather depressing. 

Huang Tianhao looked at them and added, “There’s another piece of bad news…” 
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There was more bad news? 

All the Elders pricked up their ears as their hearts palpitated. 

Huang Tianhao said, “I heard that this god grade genius who came from the lower realm had never gone 

through the regulated inheritances there. So his overall innate talent was not reflected correctly. After 

he was initiated with the Qilin blood core, his Cloudy Qilin Clan’s bloodline was purified and his abilities 

soared like crazy. He comprehended the thunder attributed ninth stage conceptualization in one go and 

mastered it comprehensively. So he directly skipped past Dream Profound Realm and advanced into 

Heart Profound Realm!” 

“Moreover, it was said that his cultivation methods in the lower realm were extremely ordinary. So now, 

Cloudy Qilin Clan is using all of their resources to help him cultivate the new cultivation methods. It 

shouldn’t take long before his cultivation improves again!” 

Upon hearing Huang Tianhao’s saying, all the Elders couldn’t help but draw in a breath of cold air! 

It was common knowledge in God Realm that after every practitioner broke through to tenth stage 

realm, their next target would be Dream Profound Realm. 

Dream Profound Realm was split up into early-phase, mid-phase, and end-phase and was closely related 

to the practitioner’s comprehension of the conceptualization stages. 

Comprehending the first to third stages of conceptualization was known as Dream Profound Stage early-

phase while fourth to sixth stages was Dream Profound Stage mid-phase. End-phase was from seventh 

to ninth stage. So when all nine stages of conceptualization had been comprehended, it would be 

considered as a full cycle of the realm. 

But if anyone wanted to break through from Dream Profound Stage to Heart Profound Stage, just relying 

on comprehending all nine conceptualization stages wasn’t enough. One also needed to fuse all nine 

stages of conceptualization to form one’s own understanding. Otherwise, those conceptualizations 

would merely belong to others and not that practitioner. There would also be a limited increase in one’s 

ability. 

Once all nine conceptualization stages had been merged, the practitioner would enter a whole new 

realm — the Heart Profound Realm! 

Heart Profound Realm practitioners, even in God Realm, were considered as outstanding top experts. 

Some small powerhouses Sect Masters’ cultivations were merely at Heart Profound Realm, but they 

could already control a small portion of forces, attracting several followers. 

Even towards God’s clan’s practitioners, it was a tough hurdle to cross over from Dream Profound Realm 

to Heart Profound Realm! 

Even for god grade geniuses, they had to spend between twenty to thirty years of hard work before they 

were able to fuse all nine stages of conceptualization to form and turn it into their own power. 



But now, the mysterious god grade genius from Cloudy Qilin Clan only used one year to complete the 

crossover! 

This was simply unheard of! 

Compared with the few heaven grade geniuses in Sacred Phoenix Race, those Elders turned green when 

they thought of this. 

There was just no way to compare human beings! 

“This… that’s terrible! Cloudy Qilin Clan and Sacred Phoenix Race had always been on loggerheads. 

Recently, they have been targeting us! Originally I thought that we would be able to make use of the 

God Realm Tournament that will be held one year later, so teach those trash from Cloudy Qilin Clan a 

lesson! But from the looks of it now, even if we really meet in God Realm Tournament grounds, we will 

be the ones to run into bad luck, and not them!” 

“I wonder what background that Cloudy Qilin Clan’s brat has, why is he able to crossover from Dream 

Profound Realm within a year! By next year, what cultivation would he reach? It’s just terrifying to even 

think about it!” 

“We’re done for. When Cloudy Qilin Clan grows even stronger and becomes even more arrogant in the 

future, will there still be a future for our Sacred Phoenix Race?” 

Everyone looked miserable as they were unable to voice out their grievances! 

If this god grade genius came from any other god clan, they wouldn’t feel that bad. Unfortunately, the 

genius had to come from their most hated Cloudy Qilin Clan! 
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The more everyone thought, the more melancholic they were. However, there was nothing that they 

could do. 

Huang Tianhao was in a bad mood. He originally thought of sharing this with the Elders, to see what 

ideas could they come up with. However, other than saying depressing stuff, there were no constructive 

suggestions at all. 

But when he thought about it, unless a god grade genius also befell onto Sacred Phoenix Race. 

Otherwise, no matter what they do, they couldn’t think of any ideas! 

Huang Tianhao kept racking his brains and could only say helplessly, “No matter what, we can’t let 

Cloudy Qilin Clan occupy all the limelight. Everyone must do your nest in the God Realm Tournament 

that will be held one year later! Even if we can’t win their god grade genius, we should at least let them 

know that we, Sacred Phoenix Race, aren’t soft targets! Especially for those god grade geniuses who are 

below one hundred years old, all Elders must groom them carefully. Whoever gets into the top ten ranks 

will obtain a huge reward!” 

Hearing that, all the Elders seemed rejuvenated and all of them gave an enthusiastic reply. 

The God Realm Tournament which was held once every thirty years was an event which various large 

powerhouses valued very much. It was a major occasion that allowed the younger generation disciples 



to show off their prowess. In turn, those Masters whose disciples managed to get a good ranking would 

also be valued by the clan. 

Various Elders had made preparations long ago and most of them practically had one or two students 

whom they were proud of. These people would be asked to join in the tournament to show off their 

skills. 

If it was a few months earlier, upon hearing Huang Tianhao’s reward, they would be very delighted. 

But now, when everyone heard of Cloudy Qilin Clan’s god grade genius, no matter what Huang Tianhao 

said, they just couldn’t lift their spirits at all. 

Anyway, no matter how hard they worked, it was impossible to fight against the god grade genius! 

Huang Tianhao also understood this point. So even though he beautified his words, he was feeling very 

desperate. 

“Alright, we shall end the meeting here today. Everyone, please start making preparations after you go 

back…” 

He waved his hand and was preparing to declare the end of the meeting. 

Just at this moment, in the corridor of the main hall’s entrance, a shuffle of flustered footsteps was 

heard. That caused the Elders to turn their heads back to take a look. 

At this moment, a middle-aged man with an excited and agitated expression dashed in before Huang 

Tianhao could say anything. Then he knelt down on one knee. 

Huang Tianhao’s brows creased slightly, as he was about to berate this man. 

The middle-aged man couldn’t wait to speak. “Report to Clan Leader Sir! We have a piece of good news! 

A piece of shocking good news!!” 

Huang Tianhao was still displeased. “Steward Zhuang, what’s the matter with you? No matter how 

wonderful the news is, you can’t just barge into the Elders’ meeting like this. This is basic manners!” 

“Yes… please forgive This Subordinate for my wrongdoing. But this is really a great piece of news!!” 

Steward Zhuang was so agitated that he could not care about anything else and hurriedly shouted, “Clan 

Leader Sir, in the abandoned inheritance tower in Soaring Heavens Continent, the spiritual imprint from 

the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> has been triggered! This news was sent directly to the 

peak of Ice Moon Summit!” 

Huang Tianhao’s eyes widened in shock upon hearing that, “You… what did you say??” 

Steward Zhuang was worried that Huang Tianhao did not understand what he was saying, so he 

hurriedly explained, “Clan Leader Sir, do you still remember about this? The <<Mythical Nine Skies 

Phoenix Painting>> left in Soaring Heavens Continents was something that the former one thousand five 

hundred and twentieth clan leader left. It contained the fire attributed nine conceptualization stages! It 

is for the clan’s heaven grade and above geniuses to comprehend.” 
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“According to the inheritance tower’s rules, if anyone manages to comprehend the fifth stage 

conceptualization in the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> on their first try, the spiritual imprint 

would be triggered!” 

Hearing what Steward Zhuang said, all the Elders revealed an enlightened look. 

<<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> was once a treasure that was used by Sacred Phoenix Race to 

nurture the younger generation disciples. Later on, a certain clan leader left it in Soaring Heavens 

Continent’s inheritance tower. Following the isolation of the Continent due to the demonic qi, the 

conceptualization drawing was soon lost. 

But many people had heard about this <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> and there was a little 

impression about it. Now that Steward Zhuang reminded them of this, all of them started to recall this. 

“That’s right, it really seems that way!” 

“I didn’t think that the spiritual imprint would still be effective. So many thousands of years had passed 

so I thought that it had already lost its effectiveness.” 

“That clan leader back then was a Life Profound Realm top exponent. Not to mention a few ten 

thousand years, even if it was a few hundred thousand years, the spiritual imprint that he left behind 

wouldn’t be erased so easily!” 

Everyone was whispering to each other, as they didn’t get the main point. 

But Huang Tianhao immediately found the gist of this. When he spoke again, his voice started to quiver. 

“You mean to say, only those who comprehended the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>>’s fifth 

stage conceptualization for the first time would trigger the spiritual imprint?” 

Steward Zhuang nodded in affirmation, “That’s right, that’s exactly so!” 

Some of the Elders slowly understood what the commotion was about. 

“So in this case, it’s really not easy to trigger the spiritual imprint! Those tenth stage realm practitioners 

in the clan would be able to comprehend in the Life Profound Realm top exponent’s conceptualization 

drawing. Generally, only heaven grade geniuses who comprehended it for the first time would only stop 

at third stage conceptualization! Someone managed to comprehend the fifth stage at one go?” 

Although the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> was left behind in Soaring Heavens Continents, 

Sacred Phoenix Race had some Life Profound Realm practitioners who left their conceptualization 

drawings behind for the younger generation practitioners to comprehend. 

These conceptualization drawings represented each Life Profound Realm practitioner’s understanding of 

the fire attributed conceptualizations so every single one was different. 

But in general, the underlying principle was the same. 

Moreover, younger generation practitioners would add in their understanding in the process of 

comprehending. When they advanced into Heart Profound Realm, they would need to fuse all nine 

stage conceptualizations based on their understanding. 



Among the Sacred Phoenix Race’s descendants, generally only earth grade geniuses and above who had 

reached ninth stage realm, had the right to apply to comprehend the conceptualization drawings. 

But as there were limited conceptualization drawings, everyone needed to queue up based on their 

innate talent grade and potential. 

So those who started to comprehend the conceptualization drawings at ninth stage realm might have 

been only those top rated heaven grade geniuses. The others would all be arranged to take it until they 

advanced to the tenth stage realm. 

Those Elders present were all a few thousand years old. They had seen countless young disciples but 

never had they witnessed anyone reach fifth stage conceptualization on their first try! 

Hence when they heard what Steward Zhuang said, all of them started to become excited. 

Steward Zhuang nodded his head solemnly and added, “Elders, you seem to have forgotten about this! 

Soaring Heavens Continent is the Lower Realm! Practitioners who have reached the tenth stage realm 

would be thrown out of there and ascend to God Realm! So, the practitioner who managed to 

comprehend the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> is probably a practitioner in the ninth stage 

realm or below!” 

The middle-aged Elder Chu cried out in shock, “Ninth stage realm cultivation?? This… this is impossible, 

right?” 
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“Comprehending conceptualization starting from the tenth stage realm. Only the best heaven grade 

genius can comprehend fifth stage conceptualization on their first try! Now you’re hinting to us that the 

practitioner who triggered the former clan leader’s spiritual imprint is actually in the ninth stage realm? 

This… isn’t this a little too ridiculous!” 

The others heard about it and felt that this wasn’t very reliable. So they silently frowned. 

“Yes, this… is this kind of thing credible? If it’s really as what you say, then hasn’t our Sacred Phoenix 

Race… come out with a… a god grade genius??” 

“How can god grade genius possibly be this easy to appear? In the entire God Realm, we haven’t had 

one in the past three thousand years! Cloudy Qilin Clan has just come out with one and now, our Sacred 

Phoenix Race has another too?” 

“Could the <<Mythical Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> be damaged?? Or was there an error in the news 

we received from Soaring Heavens Continent due to the space barrier?” 

All the Elders’ first reaction was disbelief! 

This kind of genius was indeed shocking news. Just thinking of it alone left everyone stunned! 

If this kind of genius were to appear in God Realm, everyone would feel better. But the genius was said 

to come from the Lower Realm, a continent which was isolated by the space barrier where Profound Qi 

was scarce! 



This was really unacceptable to everyone. 

But Steward Zhuang said solemnly, “Elders, I also thought that I saw it wrongly at first, or perhaps there 

might be a mistake in the news. But before I came to report to Clan Leader, I’ve already checked it 

carefully. The space barrier in Soaring Heavens Continent had recently been broken some time ago. The 

former clan leader’s spiritual imprint is also complete. There’s a 99% chance that this news… is correct!” 

Steward Zhuang was Huang Tianhao’s most trusted manager and he had always been reliable in his 

work. 

If these words came from him, the credibility of it was extremely high. 

For a moment, all the Elders were stunned. Apparently, they were unable to digest this piece of shocking 

news. 

After some time, Huang Tianhao was the first to come back to his senses. “Steward Zhuang, are you 

certain? If what you said is true, doesn’t it mean that Sacred Phoenix Race has also come out with a god 

grade genius?” 

This kind of innate talent, this kind of comprehension! 

Only a god grade genius was capable of achieving it! 

Steward Zhuang hurriedly cupped his fists and bowed to Huang Tianhao. He hurriedly replied, “This 

Subordinate does not dare to be careless in this matter! It is absolutely true! Congratulations, Clan 

Leader!” 

Huang Tianhao received the confirmation and a smile broke out on his face. He was so excited that he 

didn’t know what to say for the time being. 

“Good, good! This really… really is great news! Hahahaha, I didn’t expect our Sacred Phoenix Race to 

have such good luck! We were just about to be suppressed by the Cloudy Qilin Clan, but in the end, we 

received a god grade genius! Heaven is simply helping us! Now that we also have a god grade genius, 

let’s see how long will Cloudy Qilin Clan be smug for!” 

Huang Tianhao felt overjoyed, and he couldn’t help but stand up as he walked around the main seat. 

“So what if Cloudy Qilin Clan has a god grade genius? What’s so great about that? We, Sacred Phoenix 

Race, also have one!! This Clan Leader doesn’t believe that based on our resources and inheritance, the 

god grade genius that we nurture would be weaker than the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s trash!” 

Hearing his words, the Elders below all regained their senses. All of them revealed a shocked and joyous 

expression! 

Chapter 2800: Sacred Phoenix Race’s Surprise (3) 

God grade genius! It really was a god grade genius! 

Their Sacred Phoenix Race also had a god grade genius! 

Moreover, at such a timely moment! 



Earlier when the Elders heard about the god grade genius in Cloudy Qilin Clan, they were extremely 

depressed. But now, they were extremely elated! 

This person was really Sacred Phoenix Race’s lifesaver! The clan having a god grade genius meant that as 

long as this god grade genius did not die, there was a 99% chance of advancing into Life Profound 

Realm! 

Life Profound Realm top exponents were very rare in God Realm. For thousands of years, or even tens of 

thousands of years, Sacred Phoenix Race only had one peerless top exponent and all the clansmen were 

under his protection! 

“That’s great, that’s really great! I knew it. We, Sacred Phoenix Race is the real God Clan which is 

favored by Heavens. How could we possibly be suppressed by the Cloudy Qilin Clan?” 

“Let those people from the Cloudy Qilin Clan continue to be smug! By then, they would definitely be 

taught a lesson by our god grade genius!” 

“We Sacred Phoenix Race hadn’t seen a god grade genius in the past ten thousand years. Now, we 

actually found one from the Lower Realm! This could only mean that Sacred Phoenix Race’s luck is finally 

here, and we will be able to soar into the skies!” 

Everyone was discussing this excitedly. All the dark clouds above their heads were gone and all that was 

left was cheers and laughter. 

Huang Tianhao discussed with the Elders and suddenly thought of something. Hence he gave a slight 

cough. 

Everyone quickly quietened down and looked at the Clan Leader, waiting for him to talk. 

Huang Tianhao paused for a moment and said, “It’s great that our Sacred Phoenix Race has come out 

with a god grade genius. But this genius is after all born from the Lower Realm! Although Soaring 

Heavens Continent has the inheritance tower, in the past ten thousand years, Heaven and Earth 

Profound Qi is extremely scarce and no one knows how much is left in the inheritance. God grade genius 

in the Lower Realm must have limited accumulation of it, so I think that genius cannot be compared to 

the practitioners who grew up in God Realm!” 

“That’s right, it indeed is so!” 

The Elders all nodded in agreement. 

Huang Tianhao continued to say, “This god grade genius had just comprehended the fifth stage 

conception so his cultivation should improve soon. I believe he would ascend to the God Realm very 

soon! Then our next step is very important. We must quickly receive this genius back to Ice Moon 

Summit and use all the clan’s resources to nurture him. There’s less than one year to the God Realm 

Tournament. Who knows if he can catch up to that Cloudy Qilin Clan’s god grade genius’s cultivation?” 

Hearing that, the Elders all realized the seriousness of this matter. 

“Isn’t that so? There’s only one year to the God Realm Tournament! With such little time left, it’d be a 

miracle if he can advance to Heart Profound Realm, isn’t it? Whereas for Cloudy Qilin Clan’s brat, he’s 

already at Heart Profound Realm. He’d definitely advance even further one year later…” 



“If we were to count like this, there’s not enough time!” 

“But no matter what, he is, after all, a god grade genius. Perhaps our Sacred Phoenix Race’s genius has 

much higher innate talent than the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s genius? Moreover, we have many resources in 

our clan. They have the Qilin blood core, but we also have the Sacred Phoenix Race’s blood core!” 

“But we can’t just waste time like this! We have to hurry and get him back!” 

All the Elders agreed in unison, and Huang Tianhao had the same thinking in mind. But his 

considerations were even more. 

He frowned for a moment and said, “When Lower Realm’s practitioners’ ascend, they will need to go 

through the twelve continent’s Soul Connection Ocean first.” 

 


